
To build a foundation for college and career 
readiness, students must read widely and 
deeply from among a broad range of high-
quality, increasingly challenging literary and 
informational texts. 

Through extensive reading of stories, 
dramas, poems, and myths from diverse 
cultures and different time periods, students 
gain literary and cultural knowledge as well 
as familiarity with various text structures 
and elements. 

By reading texts in history/social studies, 
science, and other disciplines, students build 
a foundation of knowledge in these fields 
that will also give them the background to 
be better readers in all content areas. 

Students can only gain this foundation 
when the curriculum is intentionally and 
coherently structured to develop rich 
content knowledge within and across 
grades. Students also acquire the habits of 
reading independently and closely, which 
are essential to their future success.

Note on Range and Content of 
Student Reading 

(from the Common Core  
State Standards)

Reading and 
Common Core State Standards
What Students are Learning about Reading Now

A Few Big Ideas about Common Core 

1. The Common Core Standards create a scaffold of learning expectations from 
Kindergarten to college and a career. The standards start with the what the 
world needs now -- readers, writers, and thinkers -- and creates steps all the 
way back to Kindergarten.

2. Kindergartners and twelfth-graders have essentially the same standards. 
Each standard increases in complexity each year. (See enclosed for a sample.)

3. The Common Core Standards place a stronger emphasis on informational 
texts than previous standards have. Common Core Standards call for a 50% 
focus on informational texts in 4th grade.

4. Reading isn’t reading unless the reader is taking meaning from the text. 
The Common Core Standards want readers to comprehend texts as well as 
critique them.

5. Common Core refers to three “types” of text: informational, opinion/
argument, and narrative. Genres--such as biographies or historical fiction--fit 
within a “type”. Poetry is included in each type. (Some poems have factual 
information, some poems are stories, and some poems are persuasive in 
nature.)
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